[Preparation of Fe(3+) -doped TiO2 nanometer thin film and study on its photocatalytic performances].
In the present paper, Fe(3+) -doped TiO2 nanometer thin films were prepared on the surface of glass by sol-gel processing. Effects of ferro-dopant, PEG addition levels, and the number of layers on transmittance and photocatalytic degradability were then respectively investigated. Meanwhile some relative mechanisms of the effects were discussed. It was shown that the photocatalytic activity of the films could be promoted by ferro-dopant, and the rate of degradation was 1.38 times that without ferro-dopant. Moreover, the optimal photocatalytic activity and transmittance were obtained by adding 0.1 g (0.13 wt%) PEG to the sol precursor. In addition, the TiO2 nanometer thin films with 2 to 5 layers all had better transmittance, and the best one for practical application had two layers. The glass coated with TiO2 nanometer thin film shows potential and wide application value in construction industry, lamps manufacture, urban lighting engineering, etc. because of its remarkable abilities of self-purification, economy in energy, and environmental protection.